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ABSTRACT

In enterobacteria, AT-rich horizontally acquired
genes, including virulence genes, are silenced
through the actions of at least three nucleoid-
associated proteins (NAPs): H-NS, StpA and Hha.
These proteins form gene-silencing nucleoprotein
filaments through direct DNA binding by H-NS and
StpA homodimers or heterodimers. Both linear and
bridged filaments, in which NAPs bind one or two
DNA segments, respectively, have been observed.
Hha can interact with H-NS or StpA filaments, but
itself lacks a DNA-binding domain. Filaments com-
posed of H-NS alone can inhibit transcription initi-
ation and, in the bridged conformation, slow elon-
gating RNA polymerase (RNAP) by promoting back-
tracking at pause sites. How the other NAPs mod-
ulate these effects of H-NS is unknown, despite ev-
idence that they help regulate subsets of silenced
genes in vivo (e.g. in pathogenicity islands). Here
we report that Hha and StpA greatly enhance H-NS-
stimulated pausing by RNAP at 20◦C. StpA:H-NS or
StpA-only filaments also stimulate pausing at 37◦C,
a temperature at which Hha:H-NS or H-NS-only fila-
ments have much less effect. In addition, we report
that both Hha and StpA greatly stimulate DNA–DNA
bridging by H-NS filaments. Together, these obser-
vations indicate that Hha and StpA can affect H-NS-
mediated gene regulation by stimulating bridging of
H-NS/DNA filaments.

INTRODUCTION

Horizontal gene transfer contributes crucially to bacterial
genetic diversity by allowing the transfer of genetic ma-
terial from one organism to another (1). To suppress un-
controlled expression of these new genes, which can com-
promise cell viability, enterobacteria express H-NS-family

nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) that bind and silence
horizontally acquired DNA based on its higher AT-content
through formation of nucleoprotein filaments (2–5 and re-
viewed in Ref. 6). In some cases, specific regulatory mech-
anisms that overcome silencing evolved subsequently to
leverage the new genetic potential (7).

In Escherichia coli, H-NS (histone-like nucleoid
structuring) is a 15.5 kDa protein. H-NS forms dimers at
low concentrations, which assemble into larger multimers
at higher concentrations (8,9). Some �-, some �- and
most � -proteobacteria retain at least one copy of H-NS;
pathogenic species often encode one or more additional
H-NS paralogs (10–12). The best studied among the H-NS
paralogs is StpA (suppressor of td phenotype A; Ref. 13).
E. coli StpA is 15.3 kDa in size. StpA is believed to exist
predominantly as a heterodimer in association with H-NS
in vivo (14), because it is degraded by the Lon protease
if not bound to H-NS (15). H-NS is also bound and
modulated by proteins from the YmoA family of proteins
(16). Similar to the H-NS paralogs, these proteins are
found in commensal Gram-negative strains but are more
abundant in pathogenic strains (11). Hha (high hemolysin
activity) is a YmoA family protein expressed in E. coli that
can modulate H-NS filament activities. Hha is 8 kDa in
size and can associate with both H-NS and StpA (17,18).
E. coli K-12 also encodes a paralog of Hha, YdgT (19).
Although it lacks a separate DNA-binding domain (DBD)
present in H-NS and StpA, Hha regulates many genes in
association with H-NS (Figure 1A and B; Refs. 17,20,21),
and may affect others independently of H-NS (22).

H-NS, aided by its paralogs and modulators (4,23), forms
nucleoprotein filaments (Figure 1C) that silence genes in E.
coli by affecting all stages of transcription: initiation, elon-
gation and termination. H-NS and StpA filaments inhibit
initiation by blocking binding of RNA polymerase (RNAP)
to promoters (24–28) and by blocking promoter escape (29–
31). Bridged H-NS filaments also can prevent RNAP elon-
gation into silenced genes by stimulating pausing and subse-
quent Rho-dependent termination at a subset of sites prone
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Figure 1. Structures and sequence similarities of H-NS, StpA and Hha. (A) StpA (orange/pink) modeled into the H-NS (red) head–head, tail–tail filament
structure of the H-NS NTD (PDB ID: 3NR7; Ref. 57). Models of the StpA and H-NS CTDs interacting with DNA (DNA binding domain, DBD) are
positioned to represent contacts in a bridged nucleoprotein filament based on an H-NS CTD structure (PDB ID: 1HNR; Ref. 99) and the H-NS paralog
Ler CTD bound to DNA (PDB ID: 2LEV; Ref. 100). The StpA sequence conservation is shown as a color gradient of unique to StpA (orange) to similar
to H-NS (red). StpA sequences from 26 species were aligned with H-NS to identify unique StpA residues and compared to H-NS to calculate sequence
conservation (Supplementary Figure S1A and B). N and C indicate the N-terminus and C-terminus of proteins, respectively. (B) Hha sequence similarity
compared to H-NS NTD is indicated by color gradient from red (similar to H-NS) to blue (unique to Hha) on both Hha monomers (Hha-1 and Hha-
2) in the Hha:H-NS complex structure (PDB ID: 4ICG; Ref. 17). Although Hha is a member of the distinct YmoA protein family, it retains sequence
similarity to H-NS. Hha sequences from 41 species were aligned with H-NS residues 1–83 to identify unique Hha residues (Supplementary Figure S1C).
(C) Schematic adapted from Ref. (17) of the proposed arrangement of H-NS, StpA and Hha in a bridged nucleoprotein filament (H-NS, red and pink;
StpA, yellow and pale yellow; Hha, blue; dsDNA, gray). The arrangement of H-NS, StpA and Hha in mixed nucleoprotein filaments is unknown.

to RNAP backtracking, but not at non-backtracked sites
called elemental pause sites (5,32–34). The NusG paralog
RfaH, which inhibits pausing, and the transcript cleavage
factor GreB, which rescues backtracked RNAP, counter-
act H-NS-mediated silencing and H-NS-stimulated paus-
ing (32,35,36). Temperature, osmolarity and pH also affect
H-NS (37–39) and modulate the ability of H-NS to inhibit
transcription (32) by mechanisms that remain poorly under-
stood.

H-NS-mediated gene silencing has been investigated at
many E. coli operons, notably the bglGFB and hlyCABD
operons. The cryptic bgl operon, which encodes proteins re-
sponsible for �-glucoside utilization, is silenced in E. coli K-
12 by H-NS and StpA filaments that nucleate at upstream
and downstream regulatory elements (URE and DRE) and
block promoter function (40–42). Additionally, the H-NS
filament can prevent elongation and enhance termination
of RNAPs initiated at a bgl antisense promoter just down-
stream from the DRE (5,32). The bgl operon is thus a
model system to elucidate how H-NS-modulated filaments
affect elongating RNAP. The hlyCABD operon, present in
pathogenic E. coli, encodes production of hemolysin, which
lyses red blood cells. Expression of hlyCABD is repressed by

a nucleoprotein filament containing Hha and H-NS, which
prevents full-length transcript formation (20,37). Binding
of RfaH to transcription complexes and environmental fac-
tors, like temperature, allow for expression of the operon de-
spite filament formation (35,43,44). The interplay of H-NS,
H-NS modulators and environmental and elongation fac-
tors make the hly operon another model system for study of
the effects of H-NS filaments on transcription elongation.

E. coli grown in rich medium (Luria broth) at 37◦C
contains ∼47 000 copies of H-NS/cell, ∼5 200 copies
of StpA/cell, ∼240 copies of Hha/cell and ∼200 copies
of YdgT/cell during exponential phase (45–47), but these
numbers change with growth condition (48–50). ChIP ex-
periments show that H-NS and StpA can bind the same
DNA loci covering ∼17% of the E. coli genome in discrete
DNA segments (51–54) with segment lengths that average
∼2 kb and range from 0.5–50 kb (51,52). Given the cel-
lular concentration of StpA, these nucleoprotein filaments
must contain more H-NS:H-NS dimers than StpA:H-NS
heterodimers on average. However, the distribution of StpA
within filaments is poorly defined and could be driven by
DNA sequence specificity (55). Hha is associated with H-
NS filaments in vivo (17,18,21), but the distribution of Hha
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and YdgT among H-NS filaments is uncertain. The genomic
distribution of H-NS is similar in exponential and station-
ary phase (52), but it is unclear whether the distribution of
StpA, Hha or YdgT among filaments changes with growth
phase or environment.

Some properties of H-NS-family filaments have been
characterized in vitro. H-NS contains an N-terminal
oligomerization domain (NTD) and a C-terminal DBD
connected by a flexible linker (Figure 1C); both domains
and the linker are required for nucleoprotein filament for-
mation (Figure 1C; Refs. 56–58). At high (>5 mM) Mg2+

(39,59) or at low (≤66 DBD/kb) monomer-to-DNA ra-
tio (32), H-NS filaments can preferentially form bridged
filaments in which the alternating DBDs contact different
double-stranded DNA segments (Figure 1C). These bridg-
ing interactions bring DNA duplexes together into a pro-
posed superhelical filament in which the H-NS filament
bridges the two DNAs (57). Linear filaments are observed
in conditions that do not favor DNA bridging, such as at
low (<5 mM) Mg2+ (59) or high monomer-to-DNA ratio
(≥200 DBD/kb; Refs. 32,60). In the formation of linear fila-
ments, H-NS binds to DNA and oligomerizes contiguously
along one segment of a single DNA duplex to form a lin-
ear filament (sometimes called a ‘stiffened’ filament, Refs.
59,60). Not surprisingly given its sequence similarity, StpA
behaves in a similar manner to H-NS (Figure 1A and C).
StpA filaments adopt either a bridged conformation in the
absence of Mg2+, or, in 10 mM Mg2+, a different structure
in which multiple DNA segments appear to be compacted
(26,61). Hha, which interacts with the NTD of H-NS or
StpA (Figure 1B and C; Refs. 17,18), increases DNA bind-
ing affinity of H-NS, and promotes DNA bridging, includ-
ing multi-segment bridging, even in the absence of Mg2+

(17,39,62). Despite strong evidence of interactions among
H-NS-family proteins, little is known about the properties
and roles of the mixed filaments (53,54,63).

To gain insight into the effects of H-NS paralogs and
modulators on transcribing RNAP, we selected one model
paralog, StpA, and one model modulator, Hha. Using a
combination of in vitro biochemical and biophysical assays,
we characterized H-NS filaments formed with Hha or StpA
and compared their effects on elongating RNAP using a
previously developed in vitro transcription assay (32). Our
results provide a biochemical framework in which insight is
gained into how mixed H-NS filaments affect gene regula-
tion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Reagents were obtained from ThermoFisher (Waltham,
MA, USA) or Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), un-
less otherwise specified. Oligonucleotides for DNA con-
struction (Supplementary Table S1) were obtained from
IDT (Coralville, IA, USA); ribonucleotide triphosphates
(rNTPs), from Promega (Madison, WI, USA); [�-32P]GTP
and [� -32P]ATP, from Perkin Elmer (Waltham, MA, USA);
polyethyleneimine (PEI, avg. MW = 60 000), from Acros
Organics; and DNA-modifying enzymes, from New Eng-
land Biolabs (Ipswich, MA, USA).

Plasmid construction

Plasmids used for protein expression and in vitro transcrip-
tion template preparation are described in Supplementary
Table S2 and were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

To overexpress StpA with a C-terminal His6 tag, the
stpA coding sequence (CDS) was amplified from MG1655
genomic DNA with primers #8595 and #8488 (Supple-
mentary Table S1). pET28A and the amplified stpA DNA
were digested with BamHI and NcoI and ligated with T4
DNA ligase. The resulting plasmid contained stpA in-frame
with a C-terminal TEV protease cleavage site and a His6
tag (pHisStpA). A non-tagged StpA expression plasmid
(pStpA) was constructed using Gibson assembly (64) to
combine polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products of the
pET21d backbone (amplified from pHisHNS with primers
#11781 and #11782) and stpA (amplified from MG1655 ge-
nomic DNA with primers #11783 and #11784).

The Hha expression plasmid, pMBPHha, was generated
by Gibson assembly. The hha CDS was amplified from
MG1655 genomic DNA using primers #9627 and #9628
containing overhangs with overlap to pMAL-c5x (NEB).
The pMAL-c5x backbone was amplified using primers
#9623 and #9624 with overhangs containing sequence com-
plementary to the hha amplicon. PCR-amplified DNA was
then gel extracted and purified using a Qiagen gel extraction
kit. Purified fragments were combined by Gibson assembly
to generate pMBPHha, in which the MBP gene and the Fac-
torXa cleavage site are expressed as a protein fusion on the
N-terminus of Hha.

The pBB10 plasmid, containing the template DNA for
transcription of hlyC, was constructed by amplifying the
5′ untranslated region, hlyC, and a portion of hlyA from
pSF4000 (35,65) using primers #11052 and #11053. The
hlyC PCR product and pMK110 were digested with SpeI.
Digests were gel-purified and ligated with T4 DNA ligase.
In the resulting pBB10 plasmid, the hlyC gene is down-
stream of the �PR promoter and a C-less cassette (Figure
8).

The pBB20 plasmid, containing 500 bp of the hlyC gene
upstream of the �PR promoter inserted into the bgl tem-
plate for in vitro transcription experiments, was generated
by Gibson assembly (Figure 7). The bgl template plasmid
(pMK110) was amplified with primers #11900 and #11901.
The hlyC insert was amplified from pSF4000 using primers
#11902 and #11903, which contain overhangs complemen-
tary to primers #11900 and #11901. PCR products were
gel-purified using Qiagen gel purification kit and the sub-
jected to Gibson assembly.

Protein purification

RNAP, �70, GreB and C-terminally 6× His-tagged H-NS
were purified as previously described (32).

StpA purification. BL21 �DE3 cells transformed with
pHisStpA were grown in 2 l of LB supplemented with
kanamycin (50 �g/ml) at 37◦C to an OD600 of ∼0.4. StpA
expression was induced with 0.4 mM isopropyl �-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 4 h at 25◦C. Cells were
centrifuged at 3000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C, and the cell
pellet was resuspended in 30 ml lysis buffer (0.2 M NaCl,
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20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 5% glycerol, 2 mM ethylenedi-
aminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 1 mM �-mercaptoethanol
(�-ME), 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)) supplemented with
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and protease in-
hibitor cocktail (PIC; 31.2 mg benzamide/ml, 0.5 mg
chymostatin/ml, 0.5 mg leupeptin/ml, 0.1 mg pepstatin/ml,
1 mg aprotonin/ml, 1 mg antipain/ml). Cells were lysed
with 0.7 g lysozyme followed by sonication. The lysate was
cleared by centrifugation at 11 000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C.
DNA-associated proteins were precipitated by addition of
PEI to 0.6% (weight/volume) with gentle stirring. The pre-
cipitate was collected by centrifugation at 11 000 × g for 15
min at 4◦C. The pellet was gently resuspended in PEI wash
buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5% glyc-
erol, 0.2 M NaCl, 1 mM DTT) and then centrifuged at 11
000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C. Subsequently, StpA was eluted
by gently resuspending the pellet in PEI elution buffer (10
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 0.8 M
NaCl, 1 mM DTT) and the insoluble material was removed
by centrifugation at 11 000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C. StpA was
precipitated with gentle stirring overnight after slow addi-
tion of finely ground ammonium sulfate to 0.37 g/ml (60%
saturation). Precipitated StpA was collected by centrifuga-
tion at 27 000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C. The pellet was resus-
pended in 35 ml nickel-binding buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl pH
7.5, 5 mM imidazole, 5 mM �-ME, 1 M NaCl). StpA was
loaded at 2.5 ml/min onto a 5 ml HisTrap HP column at-
tached to an AktaPrime (GE Healthcare) and washed with
30 ml of nickel-binding buffer. StpA was eluted over a 0–
50% gradient of nickel-elution buffer (nickel-binding buffer
containing 1 M imidazole) over 20 min at 2.5 ml/min. StpA
eluted at ∼400 mM imidazole. Fractions containing StpA
were pooled and dialyzed into nickel-binding buffer. The
His6 tag was cleaved off overnight at 4◦C with the addi-
tion of TEV protease (16 �g TEV/1 mg StpA). The mix-
ture was re-applied to the nickel column as described above.
Untagged StpA was collected from the flow-through and
dialyzed into storage buffer (20 mM Tri–HCl pH 7.5, 1 M
KCl, 40% glycerol). Purity (∼90%) of the dialyzed protein
was confirmed by sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). StpA was concentrated
to 300 �M and aliquoted for storage at −80◦C.

Non-tagged StpA purification. StpA was purified as de-
scribed in (61). Briefly, �hns BL21 �DE3 cells transformed
with pStpA and pHiC (Supplementary Table S2) were
grown in 2 L of LB supplemented with ampicillin (100
�g/ml) and gentamycin (10 �g/ml) at 37◦C to an OD600
of ∼0.4. P1 transduction with lysate from JW1225-2 was
used to generate a �hns BL21 �DE3 strain. StpA expres-
sion was induced by addition of 500 �M IPTG and 250 �g
carbenicillin/ml for 16 h at 25◦C. Cells were centrifuged at
3000 × g for 20 min at 4◦C, and the cell pellet was resus-
pended in 30 ml lysis buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 2
mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 0.2 M NaCl, 1 mM �-ME, 1 mM
DTT) supplemented with PMSF and PIC. Cells were lysed
by sonication and the lysate was cleared by centrifugation at
27 000 × g for 20 min at 4◦C. PEI was slowly added to the
lysate with gentle stirring to a final concentration of 0.3%
to precipitate DNA-associated proteins. Precipitation was
continued for 5 min at 4◦C. The precipitate was pelleted by

centrifugation at 11 000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C. The pellet
was resuspended in 30 ml PEI elution buffer (50 mM Tris–
HCl pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 0.5 M NaCl, 1
mM DTT) and centrifuged at 11 000 × g for 15 min at
4◦C. The supernatant containing StpA was removed and
StpA was then precipitated with gentle stirring overnight
after slow addition of finely ground ammonium sulfate to
40% saturation. Precipitated protein was removed by cen-
trifugation at 27 000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C. The pellet was
resuspended in 20 ml of 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5 and di-
alyzed against no-salt buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 1
mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM DTT). Precipitated pro-
tein was separated by centrifugation at 27 000 × g for 15
min at 4◦C. The StpA-containing pellet was resuspended in
25 mL of heparin binding buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5,
1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 300 mM NaCl) and applied
to a 5 ml HiTrap Heparin HP column (GE Life Sciences).
StpA was eluted using a 6-column-volume gradient of 0.3–1
M NaCl in heparin binding buffer. StpA eluted at ∼0.8 M
NaCl. StpA-containing fractions were pooled and dialyzed
against 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glyc-
erol. Precipitated protein was pelleted at 8 000 × g for 10
min at 4◦C and resuspended in storage buffer (50 mM Tris–
HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.3
M NaCl). About 1 mg of StpA was purified to 95% purity
as determined by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining. This
protein was used for the DNA bridging pulldown assay (see
below).

Non-tagged H-NS purification. BL21 �DE3 cells trans-
formed with pHisHNS and pHiC (Supplementary Table
S2) were grown in 2 L of LB in the presence of ampi-
cillin (100 �g/ml) and gentamicin (10 �g/ml) at 37◦C to
an OD600 of ∼0.6 before inducing H-NS expression with
500 �M IPTG for 4 hours at 30◦C in the presence of 0.25
mg carbencillin/ml. Induced cultures were pelleted at 3 000
× g for 15 min at 4◦C. Cell pellets were resuspended in 30
ml lysis buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 0.1 M NaCl, 5%
glycerol, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM �-ME, 1 mM DTT) supple-
mented with PMSF and PIC and lysed by sonication. In-
soluble material was removed by centrifugation at 11 000
× g for 15 min at 4◦C. H-NS was precipitated by the slow
addition of equilibrated PEI to 0.6% w/v. PEI (∼8% w/v)
was equilibrated by dialyzing against lysis buffer without �-
ME and DTT. After centrifugation, the PEI pellet was re-
suspended in 30 ml of PEI wash buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl
pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.15 M
NaCl) followed by centrifugation at 11 000 × g for 15 min at
4◦C. H-NS was eluted by resuspending the pellet in 30 mL
of PEI elution buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.6 M NaCl). Insoluble
material was pelleted at 11 000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C. H-NS
was precipitated overnight with gentle stirring by addition
of finely ground ammonium sulfate to 0.37 g/ml (60% sat-
uration). Precipitated H-NS was pelleted at 27 000 × g for
15 min at 4◦C. The H-NS pellet was resuspended in 35 ml
nickel-binding buffer. H-NS was applied to a 5 mL HisTrap
Ni2+ column (GE Healthcare) and eluted with a gradient
elution from 0–50% of nickel-binding buffer containing 1 M
imidazole in 50 ml. Fractions containing H-NS were pooled
and TEV protease was added to cleave off the 6×-His tag.
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Cleaved H-NS was reapplied to the HisTrap Ni2+ column
and the H-NS-containing flow through was collected. Re-
moval of the His-tag was also confirmed by staining with
InVision His stain (ThermoFisher). Non-tagged H-NS in
nickel-binding buffer was diluted to 100 mM NaCl with
addition of heparin-binding buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH
7.5, 0.2 M NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT)
and applied to a 5 ml HiTrap Hep column (GE Health-
care). H-NS was eluted in heparin-elution buffer (10 mM
Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 1 M NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol,
1 mM DTT). Fractions containing H-NS were pooled, con-
centrated and dialyzed against storage buffer (20 mM Tris–
HCl pH 7.5, 0.3 M KCl, 10% glycerol) and stored in aliquots
at −80◦C. Purity of H-NS (∼95%) was confirmed by SDS-
PAGE and Coomassie staining.

Hha purification. BLR �DE3 cells containing pMBPHha
(Supplementary Table S2) were grown at 37◦C in 2 L of
LB supplemented with 0.2% glucose and ampicillin (100
�g/ml) to an OD600 of ∼0.5 then were induced with 0.3
mM IPTG for 2 h at 37◦C. Cells were spun at 3 000 × g
for 15 min at 4◦C then were resuspended in MBP buffer (20
mM Tris–HCl, pH7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM
DTT) containing PMSF and PIC. Cells were lysed by soni-
cation and the lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 20 000
× g for 20 min at 4◦C. The lysate was applied to a 5 ml amy-
lose column (GE Healthcare) and then eluted by block elu-
tion with MBP buffer containing 10 mM maltose. Fractions
containing MBP-Hha were pooled and dialyzed into cleav-
age buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM
CaCl2). MBP was removed from Hha by incubation with 1
�g Factor Xa (NEB) for every 1.8 mg fusion protein for 8
h at 4◦C. Cleaved Hha was dialyzed into storage buffer (25
mM HEPES-KOH, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 5%
glycerol) and loaded onto a size-exclusion Superdex 75 prep
grade 16/60 column (GE Healthcare). Fractions containing
Hha were concentrated and stored at −80◦C. SDS-PAGE
and Coomassie staining confirmed that ∼2 mg of Hha was
purified to ∼95% purity.

DNA template purification for in vitro transcription and
AFM

Templates for in vitro transcription were generated as de-
scribed previously (32). Briefly, template DNA was ampli-
fied with OneTaq DNA polymerase from primers #3071
and #645 on pMK110, pBB10 or pBB20 for the bgl tem-
plate, hlyC template or upstream template, respectively. The
PCR product was gel purified and electroeluted. The tem-
plate was further purified by phenol extraction and ethanol
precipitation before resuspending in 15 mM HEPES–KOH,
pH 8.0. Templates for atomic force microscopy (AFM) were
made using the same PCR amplification and gel purifica-
tion protocol, but were then purified further using a Gene
Clean Kit (MPBio, Santa Ana, CA, USA). The purity and
concentration of the final product was assessed by agarose
gel electrophoresis followed by ethidium bromide staining
and by absorbance at 260 nm (Nanodrop; ThermoFisher).

In vitro transcription

Transcription assays using the bgl, upstream and hlyC
templates were performed as described previously (B.A.
Boudreau, et al., submitted for publication in Methods in
Molecular Biology and Ref. 32). To form wild-type E. coli
RNAP �70 holoenzyme, 2-fold molar excess of �70 was in-
cubated with core RNAP (�, �′, �, �, � subunits) in RNAP
storage buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.9, 0.1 mM EDTA,
0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 40% glycerol) for
30 min at 30◦C. Halted elongation complexes (ECs) were
formed by incubating 150 nM holoenzyme with 100 nM
template DNA containing the �PR promoter and 26 nt C-
less cassette in electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)
buffer (40 mM HEPES-KOH pH 8.0, 100 mM potassium
glutamate, 8 mM magnesium aspartate, 0.022% NP-40, 100
�g acetylated bovine serum albumin (BSA)/ml, 10% glyc-
erol) supplemented with 1 mM DTT, 150 �M ApU, 10 �M
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and uridine triphosphate
(UTP), 2.5 �M guanosine triphosphate (GTP), and 20 �Ci
[�-32P]GTP at 37◦C for 15 min. In the absence of cytosine
triphosphate (CTP), RNAP stops after synthesizing a 26-nt
RNA transcript (A26 ECs), where the 3′-end of the RNA is
adenosine and the next nucleotide to be added is CMP. The
A26 ECs were diluted to 10 nM with various combinations
of NAPs (H-NS, StpA, Stpa:H-NS or Hha:H-NS) at differ-
ent protein/kb ratios (see figure legends), in EMSA buffer
containing 40 U RNasin/�l (Promega, Madison, WI), 0.1
mg rifampicin/ml, and 0.5 mM DTT and incubated at 20◦C
for 20 min to form filaments downstream of the EC. After
filaments were formed on A26 ECs, a sample of each re-
action was separated by 3% native PAGE (described below)
alongside filaments formed on non-EC-containing DNA to
confirm filament formation.

Elongation was restarted by addition of all 4 NTPs to 30
�M each and subsequent time points were taken by adding
7 �l of the elongation mix to 193 �l of stop solution (15 mM
EDTA, 1.5 �l glycogen, 100 �l TE-equilibrated phenol, pH
7.9). RNA was phenol extracted and ethanol precipitated.
Precipitated RNA was resuspended in formamide stop dye
(95% formamide, 20 mM EDTA, 0.05% bromophenol blue,
0.05% xylene cyanol) to 100–200 counts/�l. RNA prod-
ucts were separated on 12 and 6% urea-PAGE alongside [� -
32P]ATP end-labeled MspI-digested pBR322 and HaeIII-
digested phiX174 markers. Gels were exposed to a Phos-
phorImager screen, and the screen was scanned using Ty-
phoon PhosphorImager software and quantified in Image-
Quant version 5.2 (GE Lifesciences). Gel images were ad-
justed for brightness and contrast without loss of data.

In some experiments (Figures 4 and 8), elongation was
restarted by addition of 1 mM of each NTP (4 mM total).
Because excess NTP can chelate free magnesium, 12 mM
magnesium aspartate, rather than 8 mM magnesium aspar-
tate, was added to the reaction to keep the free magnesium
concentration constant in all experiments. For elongation
in the presence of GreB (Figure 4), 50 nM GreB (diluted in
3× EMSA buffer) was added to the elongation mixes dur-
ing filament formation. Transcription on the hlyC template
(Figure 8) was carried out at both 20 and 37◦C using a frac-
tion of the same elongation mixture containing either H-
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NS, StpA, StpA:H-NS or Hha:H-NS and in the presence
of 1 mM NTPs.

Imaging and analysis of paused RNA transcripts

RNA products were imaged and quantified as described
above. Lines (6-pixel wide) were drawn for each gel lane
(aligned to the center for the entire length in which sig-
nal was present) and converted to average signal inten-
sity at each position along the axis of electrophoresis.
The signal intensities were normalized so the total sig-
nal in each lane was the same. Using end-labeled mark-
ers (MspI-digested pBR322 and HaeIII-digested 	X174
DNA; NEB) run alongside, each position along the elec-
trophoretic axis was converted to a nucleotide length using
a multi-factor polynomial function fit to fragment length
versus pixel along the electrophoretic axis (KaleidaGraph;
Synergy Software). RNA on a 6% gel fit to a 6-factor func-
tion whereas on a 12% gel, a combination of 6- and 4-factor
polynomial functions were used for the long and short prod-
ucts, respectively. Signal from each sample was then plotted
as a function of approximate RNA length to create pseudo-
densitometry profiles (RNA lengths are based on single-
stranded DNA electrophoretic mobility and thus are not
exact). The mean transcript length (MTL) was calculated
as the sum of the products of the signal and RNA length
for each position along the line divided by the total RNA
signal, (�(signal*RNA length)n)/�(signal)n.

To generate a graphic indication of the distribution RNA
lengths in a given sample, transcript lengths that constituted
30% of the total transcripts surrounding the MTL (15% in
the longer direction and 15% in the shorter direction) were
calculated and plotted as gradients centered on the MTL.
Comparing these MTLs and distributions gives a useful vi-
sual representation of how each filament impacts overall
elongation averaged over all pause sites.

The percent of the G35 pause was calculated using Im-
ageQuant lines (6-pixel wide) to determine the total signal
from the entire sample and the signal between the A26 and
G35 RNA products. The area under the curve for RNAs
between A26 and G35 was calculated using the multipeak
fitting package in IgorPro (Wave Metrics). The percent of
the G35 pause was calculated as the G35 signal divided by
the total signal. Pause strength was determined for select
pauses as described in (66).

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

EMSAs were performed as previously described (32) with
minor modifications. DNA (100 nM) was end-labeled with
[� -32P]ATP with T4 polynucleotide kinase (PNK) at 37◦C
for 30 min. PNK was inactivated by incubation at 65◦C
for 15 min before using the labeled DNA. [� -32P]ATP-
labeled DNA template (10 nM) was incubated with StpA,
H-NS, StpA:H-NS or Hha:H-NS at different concentra-
tions in EMSA buffer at 20◦C for 20 min to form fila-
ments. Working protein stocks were always diluted in 3×
EMSA buffer. Samples were then loaded on a 3% native
polyacrylamide gel (29:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) in 0.5×
tris-borate EDTA (TBE) and electrophoresed at 250V for 5
h at 4◦C. The gels were dried and imaged using a Typhoon
Phosphorimager.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

AFM samples were prepared as described with some modi-
fications (32,67). Aminopropyl silatrane (APS) was synthe-
sized and stored as described (67). Briefly, freshly cleaved
mica was incubated with 100 or 170 �M APS for 30 min
at room temperature, washed with Milli-Q purified (MQ)
H2O, dried with Argon (Ar) and cured overnight in Ar un-
der reduced pressure. Filaments to be imaged by AFM were
prepared by incubating proteins and bgl DNA (purified as
described above) in AFM buffer (40 mM HEPES-KOH pH
8.0, 100 mM potassium glutamate, 8 mM magnesium as-
partate) at 20◦C for 20 min. A sample of filaments was sep-
arated on a native gel as a control (data not shown) before
filaments were applied to the mica surface. Filaments were
absorbed onto the APS-mica surface either undiluted or at a
1:10 dilution at 4◦C or at room temperature for <15 seconds
before washing with 600 �l ice-cold MQ H2O and drying
with Ar. Samples were cured for at least 20 min before scan-
ning. Filaments were visualized on a NanoScope V con-
troller with TESPA-V2 tips (Bruker). Images were analyzed
for changes in topology and height with Gwyiddion soft-
ware (available at http://gwyddion.net; Ref. 68). Filaments
were categorized as linear, bridged or multi-bridged based
on the number of DNA ends visible in each filament image.

DNA bridging pulldown assay

These experiments were performed as previously described
(R. A. van der Valk, et al., submitted for publication in
Methods in Molecular Biology and Ref. 39) with some mi-
nor modifications. Streptavidin-coated paramagnetic Dyn-
abeads M280 (Invitrogen) were washed once with 100 �l
of 1× phosphate-buffered saline and twice with Coupling
Buffer (CB: 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 2 M
NaCl, 2 mg acetylated BSA/ml, 0.04% Tween20) accord-
ing to manufacturer instructions. After washing, the beads
were resuspended in 200 �l CB containing 100 nM biotiny-
lated DNA (bait). The DNA used was a 685 bp, random
AT-rich (32% GC) sequence prepared as described in (39).
Note the sequence used for this assay is not the same as
that used for in vitro transcription or AFM experiments.
Next, the bead suspensions were incubated for 30 minutes
on a rotary shaker (1 000 rpm) at 25◦C. After incubation,
the beads were washed twice with Incubation Buffer (IB: 40
mM HEPES-KOH pH 8.0, 5% glycerol, 0.022% NP-40, 0.1
mg acetylated BSA/ml; IB may be supplied with various
concentrations of magnesium aspartate or potassium glu-
tamate depending on the experiment; see Figure 6) before
resuspension in IB and addition of ∼8 000 cpm of radioac-
tively end-labeled 32P 685 bp DNA (2 �l of DNA; prey).
Radioactive DNA was supplemented with unlabeled 685 bp
DNA to maintain a constant (20 nM) DNA concentration.
The DNA bridging proteins H-NS, StpA or an equimolar
mixture of H-NS and StpA (concentrations indicated in the
text and Figure 6) were added and the mixture was incu-
bated for 20 min on a shaker (1 000 rpm) at 25◦C. To remove
unbridged prey DNA, the beads were washed with IB before
resuspension in 12 �l stop buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM
EDTA, 200 mM NaCl, 0.2% SDS). All samples were quan-
tified by liquid scintillation counting over 5 min. All values
recovered from the DNA bridging assay were corrected for

http://gwyddion.net
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background signal (using the signal generated from a sam-
ple lacking protein). DNA recovery (% of input) was calcu-
lated as a fraction of the signal recovered in each condition
over the signal from a reference sample containing 2 �l of
prey DNA. All experiments contained a total of 75 mM of
monovalent ions from the protein storage buffers (15 mM
KCl from H-NS and 60 mM NaCl from StpA); the presence
of additional monovalent ions is explicitly stated in the ex-
periment.

RESULTS

Hha and StpA modified the ability of linear H-NS filaments
to stimulate robust RNAP pausing

Bridged H-NS filaments at 66 DBD/kb stimulate transcrip-
tional pausing, but linear H-NS filaments at 200 DBD/kb
have little effect on elongating RNAP (32). Thus, we first
investigated whether Hha or StpA could alter the effect of
H-NS on transcription at 200 DBD/kb filaments. To mimic
transcription from the bgl antisense promoter into bgl H-
NS filaments (5), we used a DNA template that contains bgl
DNA positioned downstream from a �PR promoter and C-
less cassette so that transcription occurred into the DRE
(Figure 2A and Supplementary Table S2). Transcription
was initiated from �PR without CTP, resulting in a halted
EC containing a radiolabeled 26-mer nascent RNA (A26
EC). The A26 ECs were then incubated with H-NS, StpA,
Hha or mixtures of these proteins. This method of gen-
erating halted A26 ECs before filament formation decou-
pled initiation and EC formation from transcript elonga-
tion through the filaments and avoided H-NS inhibition of
initiation. We used the A26 ECs to form filaments (Figure
2A) by incubating them for 20 minutes at 20◦C with (i) H-
NS at 66 DBD/kb (bridged H-NS filament); (ii) H-NS at
200 DBD/kb (linear H-NS filament); (iii) 200 monomer/kb
of Hha and 200 DBD/kb of H-NS (Hha:H-NS filament;
note that Hha does not substitute for H-NS in a filament
but binds to H-NS); (iv) StpA and H-NS at 100 DBD/kb
of each (StpA:H-NS filament; note that StpA substitutes
for H-NS in a filament giving 200 DBD/kb total); (v) 200
DBD/kb each of H-NS and StpA (400 DBD/kb total); or
(vi) StpA at 200 DBD/kb (StpA filaments). The filament-
containing ECs were then incubated with all four NTPs (30
�M each) and assayed for elongation and pausing by dena-
turing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of the ra-
diolabeled RNA products (Figure 2B; Supplementary Fig-
ures S2 and 3). Note that we subsequently refer to H-NS or
StpA filaments as H-NS-only or StpA-only filaments when
necessary for clarity.

The effect of each type of filament on elongation was
determined by comparing both the mean length and the
range of transcript lengths comprising 30% of the total sig-
nal (15% in both the longer and shorter directions from the
mean (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section; Figures 2C-D
and 3; Supplementary Figure S2) for successive time points.
Consistent with prior results (32), we observed a decrease
in the MTL relative to transcription of naked DNA in con-
ditions that induce formation of bridged H-NS filaments,
but not conditions that allow formation of linear H-NS fila-
ments (Figures 2D and 3A; Supplementary Figure S2, com-
pare red and purple dots). Both Hha- and StpA-containing

filaments exhibited striking differences compared to linear
H-NS-only filaments. MTLs in the presence of StpA:H-NS
filaments were similar to those of bridged H-NS filaments
rather than linear ones (Figures 2D and 3B; Supplementary
Figure S2, compare red to yellow and orange). The StpA
and Hha:H-NS filaments decreased transcript lengths even
further (Figures 2D, 3A and C; Supplementary Figure S2,
blue and green).

During elongation on naked DNA, RNAP pauses at spe-
cific sequences on the bgl template (32), delaying elonga-
tion to the end of the DNA template. The decrease in MTL
in the presence of bridged H-NS filaments is due to either
the appearance of new pause sites or the enhancement of
pauses that are present during elongation on naked DNA.
To compare pauses stimulated by mixed filaments to H-
NS-only filaments, we converted the gel lanes (Figure 2B
and C; Supplementary Figures S2, 3, 5, 7 and 9) to pseudo-
densitometry profiles (Figure 2E–G). In these profiles, the
bridged H-NS filaments stimulated pausing at sites previ-
ously defined as H-NS sensitive and backtrack-prone (e.g.
C346, Figure 2F; Ref. 32). The linear H-NS filaments did
not stimulate pausing (e.g. note the level of C346 RNA in
Figure 2F; Ref. 32). The Hha:H-NS filaments robustly stim-
ulated a pause site nine nucleotides downstream of the A26
halt site (G35) along with other pauses between G35 and
∼64 nt. The G35 pause and other pauses were not stimu-
lated by bridged H-NS-only filaments (Figure 2E; Supple-
mentary Figures S2 and 4). Stimulation of pausing at these
short transcript lengths (<100 nt) by Hha:H-NS filaments
explained the dramatic shortening of RNA products to an
average length of <100 nt (Figure 2D).

Pause stimulation by StpA:H-NS filaments showed sim-
ilarities to that induced by bridged H-NS filaments. The
StpA:H-NS filaments stimulated the H-NS sensitive pauses
at C346 and U588, consistent with the similar MTLs caused
by StpA:H-NS and bridged H-NS filaments (Figure 2F, yel-
low line). Despite the same total DBD/kb of the StpA:H-
NS filaments as the linear H-NS filaments (200 DBD/kb),
the StpA:H-NS filaments strongly affected elongation to
a level comparable to the bridged H-NS filaments and in
contrast to the lack of effect of linear H-NS filaments. To
rule out the possibility that the 200 DBD/kb StpA:H-NS
filaments stimulated pausing due to formation of a 100
DBD/kb H-NS-only filament, we also formed StpA:H-NS
filaments at 400 DBD/kb (Figure 2F, orange line). At 400
DBD/kb, an H-NS-only filament, if formed, would be 200
DBD/kb and linear, conditions in which H-NS has little ef-
fect on pausing (Supplementary Figure S8). However, we
observed constitutive pause enhancement in these condi-
tions (e.g. compare levels of C346 pause in Figure 2F),
likely reflecting bridging mediated by StpA:H-NS filaments.
In contrast, StpA filaments formed at 200 StpA/kb (the
StpA level present in the 400 DBD/kb StpA:H-NS fila-
ments) stimulated pausing at locations much earlier on the
bgl template than were observed by StpA:H-NS filaments
(e.g. G35 and other locations marked with asterisks; Fig-
ure 2G). The locations of the pauses stimulated by StpA
filaments (the majority of which had lengths of <500 nt)
agreed with the shorter MTL observed for StpA filaments
compared to StpA:H-NS filaments. This result revealed a
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Figure 2. Hha and StpA modulate pause stimulation by H-NS-containing nucleoprotein filaments. (A) Experimental schematic and filament configurations.
(Step 1) A26 ECs (10 nM) were formed by initiating RNAP-�70 holoenzyme in the absence of CTP from the �PR promoter on the 1.5 kb bgl template (top
schematic and DNA; black or gray lines). To mimic the position of an antisense promoter and an H-NS filament in bgl operon, bglG is oppositely oriented
to �PR. The H-NS filament forms from two high-affinity H-NS binding sites (light gray; downstream regulatory element, DRE and upstream regulatory
element, URE). Additionally, the canonical bgl promoter is found in this template (gray antisense arrow with x), but due to NTP withholding during
initiation, formation of a filament across the promoter and the presence of a downstream intrinsic terminator (101), the promoter is likely inactive in our
assay. (Step 2) Nucleoprotein filaments were formed on the EC-bound DNA using H-NS (red, bridged conformation; purple, linear conformation), Hha
(blue) or StpA (yellow) alone or in the combinations shown. (Step 3) NTPs (30 �M) were added to enable RNAP elongation through the nucleoprotein
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dramatic pause stimulation activity for StpA-only filaments
that differed from the effect of StpA:H-NS filaments.

The results described above establish that linear H-NS
filaments can become pause-stimulating filaments when ei-
ther Hha or StpA are present during filament formation.
The simplest hypothesis to explain these results is that
Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-NS filaments are bridged, since
bridged H-NS filaments are known to stimulate pausing.
Because the H-NS/DNA ratio affects the ability of H-NS
to stimulate pausing, we next tested the effect of varying the
protein/DNA ratios for mixed filaments. Although StpA
and H-NS are known to form 1:1 heterodimers in vitro (69),
the stoichiometry of Hha to H-NS interaction is uncertain
(17,21). Thus, we next tested the effects of different Hha:H-
NS ratios.

At least 1:1 Hha:H-NS was required to slow RNAP elonga-
tion significantly

Hha is proposed to bind H-NS at either low (1 Hha per H-
NS dimer, 0.5 Hha:H-NS) or equimolar (2 Hha per H-NS
dimer, 1 Hha:H-NS) ratios in solution (17,21). We found
that equimolar Hha, added to either bridged or linear H-
NS filaments, caused robust stimulation of pausing (e.g.
G35), whereas a lower ratio only slightly stimulated pausing
(Figures 2E and 3A; Supplementary Figures S4–6). Based
on the MTL, equimolar Hha:H-NS ratio at 200 H-NS/kb
caused an overall reduction in the rate of elongation by a
factor of ∼10 (Figure 3A). It also increased early pausing
by RNAP so that ∼16% of ECs were at G35 and ∼40%
of ECs were at positions between A26 and G35 (e.g. U30,
C31, G34; Supplementary Figure S4B and C). When Hha
was present at 0.5 Hha:H-NS on linear H-NS filaments, the
MTL was reduced by a factor of ∼1.5 and the amount of
G35 was not increased above levels seen with H-NS fila-
ments (Figure 3A and Supplementary Figure S4). When 66
H-NS/kb was combined with equimolar amounts of Hha,
∼10% of ECs remain paused at G35 (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4) and overall elongation was reduced by a factor of
∼2.5 (Figure 3A and Supplementary Figure S5). These re-
sults suggest that, when equimolar with H-NS but not at
lower ratios, Hha modifies both bridged and linear H-NS
filaments in a way that stimulates robust pausing by RNAP.

StpA:H-NS filaments enhanced pausing at multiple
protein/DNA ratios

Since the effects of H-NS filaments are dependent on
the H-NS/DNA ratio, we next investigated whether the
effects of StpA:H-NS filaments also were dependent on
protein/DNA ratio. Equimolar StpA:H-NS filaments at 66,
200 and 400 DBD/kb enhanced late RNAP pausing at
C346 and U588 compared to elongation on bare DNA (Fig-
ure 2F; Supplementary Figures S7 and 8). All StpA:H-NS
filaments also reduced MTLs, which were more similar to
those of bridged H-NS filaments than linear H-NS fila-
ments (compare maroon, yellow and orange to red in Figure
3B, and purple in Figure 3A; Supplementary Figures S7 and
8). Additionally, StpA:H-NS filaments only slightly stimu-
lated the G35 pause (∼4% of ECs pause; Supplementary
Figure S8), which was affected by StpA and Hha:H-NS fil-
aments, but not stimulated by H-NS filaments. These results
revealed that StpA:H-NS filaments stimulated pausing over
a range of DBD/DNA ratios in contrast to H-NS filaments,
which do not stimulate pausing at high H-NS/DNA ratios
(≥200 H-NS/kb; Figures 2F and 3B). The difference be-
tween StpA:H-NS filaments and H-NS filaments might re-
sult from specific DNA-binding or filament-forming prop-
erties of the StpA:H-NS heterodimer or of StpA homod-
imers, depending on which predominate in the mixed fila-
ments.

StpA filaments increased RNAP pausing compared to
StpA:H-NS filaments

To investigate the effects of StpA-only filaments further, we
characterized the protein/DNA ratio-dependence of StpA
filaments on RNAP progression. We formed StpA filaments
on A26 ECs at concentrations ranging from 33 to 800
StpA/kb (Figures 2G and 3C; Supplementary Figure S9).
As with StpA:H-NS filaments, slower overall elongation
caused by pause stimulation occurred at all StpA/DNA
ratios. Further, StpA filaments enhanced the G35 pause
(∼10% of ECs pause; Supplementary Figure S4D) to a level
comparable to the effect of Hha on the G35 pause (Figure
2E and Supplementary Figure S4), and reduced the MTL
by a factor of ∼7 after 8 min (Figure 3C; compare 400–800
StpA/kb to RNAP alone). Although StpA and H-NS are
paralogs, the effect of StpA filaments on elongating RNAP

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
filaments. Samples were removed after times indicated in (B) or other legends, processed and analyzed after denaturing PAGE to determine effects on
elongation and pausing (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). (B) PAGE (12% PA) resolving shorter RNA products from in vitro transcription. Time
points are 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 min after addition of 30 �M NTPs. Filaments were formed at 20◦C with proteins indicated in the figure (See also Supplementary
Figures S2, 3 and 7). Red arrows indicate pauses of interest. M indicates MspI digested pBR322 ladder. 0 indicates sample taken before addition of NTPs.
(C) Example of a pseudo-densitometry profile generated by using ImageQuant to convert each 6 pixel-wide position on the gel image along the red line
to an approximate RNA length by comparison to ssDNA markers separated on the same gel (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). The relative RNA
intensities were then plotted as a function of RNA length and MTLs were calculated from these distributions. (D) MTLs (circle) and distribution (15% in
the longer direction and 15% in the shorter direction from the mean as indicated by the color gradient bars) calculated for transcription through filaments
shown in (B) and (F) at 8 min after addition of 30 �M NTPs. MTLs shown are averages of at least three independent experiments (See also Supplementary
Figure S2). (E) Pseudo-densitometry profiles after PAGE (12% PA) of RNA products present 4 min after addition of 30 �M NTPs to ECs on DNA alone or
with 200 H-NS/kb and no Hha, 100 Hha/kb (0.5 Hha:H-NS) or 200 Hha/kb (1 Hha:H-NS) (see also Supplementary Figure S5). (F) Pseudo-densitometry
profiles after PAGE (6% PA) of RNA products present 8 min after the addition of 30 �M NTPs to ECs on DNA alone or in the presence of 66 and 200
H-NS/kb or 1:1 StpA:H-NS filaments at 200 or 400 DBD/kb (see also Supplementary Figure S7). At C346, the capped gray dashed line in each condition
is the same height for comparison of the pause peak height. (G) Pseudo-densitometry profiles after PAGE (12% PA) of RNA products present 4 min after
the addition of 30 �M NTPs to ECs on DNA alone or in the presence of StpA filaments formed at 66, 200 or 400 StpA/kb (see also Supplementary Figure
S9). For all profiles, features of the bgl DNA template as described in (A) are shown on the X-axis, and the positions of strong pauses are indicated by red
asterisks. Note that the X-axis scale is different in (F) compared to (E) and (G). Each profile is representative of at least three independent experiments.
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Figure 3. Hha:H-NS, StpA:H-NS and StpA filaments slow elongation
over a range of protein concentrations. MTLs (circles) and length distri-
butions (see legend to Figure 2) of RNA products present after 4, 8 and
16 min of transcription through nucleoprotein filaments at 30 �M NTPs.
(A) Transcription through Hha:H-NS filaments formed with 0, 0.5:1 or
1:1 Hha:H-NS with 66 or 200 H-NS/kb (bridged and linear H-NS fila-
ments, respectively). (B) Transcription through 1:1 StpA:H-NS filaments
formed at 66, 200 and 400 total DBD/kb compared to bridged H-NS fil-
aments (66 H-NS/kb). (C) Transcription through StpA filaments formed
at 33, 66, 200, 400 and 800 StpA/kb. MTLs are averages of at least three
independent experiments.

is more similar to that of Hha:H-NS filaments than that of
H-NS filaments. Because StpA filaments strongly stimulate
pauses at shorter transcript lengths (<100 nt) whereas the
StpA:H-NS filaments mainly stimulate pauses in transcripts
after synthesis of ∼300 nt, the StpA:H-NS filaments are
likely composed of StpA:H-NS heterodimers (69). In other
words, the StpA filaments are qualitatively different from
H-NS or StpA:H-NS filaments, suggesting that patches of
StpA-only filaments did not form when DNA was incu-
bated with StpA:H-NS at a 1:1 ratio.

GreB effects suggest mixed filaments stimulate backtrack
pausing by RNAP

We next sought to probe the nature of the pauses stim-
ulated by mixed filaments. Bridged H-NS filaments pref-
erentially stimulate backtracked pauses more than other
classes of pauses (e.g. non-backtracked, elemental pauses;
Refs. 32,70). Backtracking occurs when DNA and RNA
reverse thread through RNAP, removing the 3′ end of the
RNA from the active site and increasing the lifetime of
pauses (Figure 4A; Refs. 32,71). Backtracked pauses stimu-
lated by bridged H-NS filaments are suppressed by the ad-
dition of GreB (32), which promotes active-site cleavage of
the displaced 3′ RNA (72), thereby allowing re-extension
of the RNA from a non-backtracked register (Figure 4A).
Given the similarities between effects of bridged H-NS fil-
aments and Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-NS filaments, we hy-
pothesized that mixed filaments might also enhance back-
tracked pauses but not elemental pauses.

To test this hypothesis, we assayed in vitro transcript elon-
gation through mixed filaments in the presence of GreB
(50 nM) at physiological NTP concentrations (1 mM each;
enabling more rapid elongation). In the absence of GreB,
pausing was still observed on the mixed filaments as found
previously for H-NS filaments (Figure 4B and C, filled lines;
Supplementary Figures S10 and 11; Ref. 32). Addition of
GreB suppressed the G35, C346 and U588 pauses that were
stimulated by StpA:H-NS and Hha:H-NS filaments. C346
and U588 are known pause sites susceptible to backtrack-
ing and pause stimulation by H-NS filaments (Figure 4B
and C; Supplementary Figures S10 and 11). The effect of
GreB on the G35 pause indicates that it is likely a backtrack
pause (Figure 4C). Because mixed Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-
NS filaments preferentially stimulate backtracked pauses
similarly to the bridged H-NS filaments (32), the Hha:H-
NS and StpA:H-NS filaments likely adopt a bridged con-
formation.

Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-NS filaments were preferentially
bridged, whereas H-NS filaments switched between bridged
and linear conformations

To examine potential bridging by Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-
NS filaments directly, we next formed and visualized these
filaments by EMSA and AFM (26,32). The bgl DNA and
proteins were incubated together at 20◦C for 20 min before
either separating by native PAGE (EMSA) or applying to
APS-treated mica for imaging by tapping-mode AFM (see
‘Materials and Methods’ section). As reported previously
(32), H-NS filaments migrate at two distinct rates, with a
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Figure 4. Mixed filaments stimulate backtracked pauses that can be res-
cued by GreB. (A) Active ECs (left) can add the next cognate NTP effi-
ciently. At some pause sequences, the RNA (red) and DNA (dark gray)
reverse thread through RNAP causing the 3′ end of the RNA to extrude
out through the NTP-entry channel in RNAP in a backtracked pause
state (right). GreB (green) can bind in the NTP-entry channel and stim-
ulate cleavage by RNAP of the RNA to restore an active EC. Backtracked
pauses are differentially enhanced by bridged H-NS filaments relative to
non-backtracked pauses (32). (B and C) Pseudo-densitometry profiles af-
ter PAGE of RNA products present 3 min after addition of NTPs to 1 mM
each in the absence (light, filled lines) or presence of (dark, non-filled lines)
50 nM GreB (B, 6% PA, see also Supplementary Figure S11; C, 12% PA,
see also Supplementary Figure S10). Pauses stimulated by mixed filaments
and reduced in intensity by GreB are indicated by red asterisks and dashed
red lines. Nucleoprotein filaments in (B) were formed using 66 H-NS/kb
(bridged filament conditions), StpA:H-NS at 66 DBD/kb or StpA:H-NS
at 200 DBD/kb. Nucleoprotein filaments in (C) were formed using 200
Hha/kb plus 200 H-NS/kb or 200 StpA/kb. Data shown are from one of
two independent experiments that gave similar results.

switch in electrophoretic behavior from slower to faster mi-
gration at the same H-NS/DNA ratio at which a switch
from bridged to linear conformation is observed by AFM
(slow migration and bridged filament at 66 H-NS/kb versus
faster migration and linear filament at 200 H-NS/kb; Fig-
ure 5A, left and C; Supplementary Figure S12). In AFM,
bridged and linear H-NS filaments can be distinguished by
the number of double-stranded DNAs (dsDNAs) present
in the filament. Typically, two dsDNAs are observed in

bridged filaments (Figure 5C, panel iii), but one dsDNA
is present in linear filaments (panel vi). Bridged H-NS fil-
aments are unusual in two ways. First, they often form co-
linear bridged filaments in which the same sequences in two
DNA molecules align (confirmed by location of halted ECs
near the co-linear ends of bgl DNA; see Figure 1 in Ref. 32).
Second, they can also generate a circular conformation in
which a single DNA forms a loop to provide the two DNA
segments of the bridged filament (Figure 5C, panel iii; the
circular conformation was not observed when RNAP was
present Ref. 32). In our experiments, we observed ∼85%
of the H-NS filaments in the bridged conformation at 66
H-NS/kb and ∼70% in the linear conformation at 200 H-
NS/kb (Figure 5E and F), consistent with prior results (32).

Addition of Hha to H-NS filaments caused a dramatic
change in filament conformation. The filaments appeared
to be converted into a bridging mode, but with few co-linear
bridged filaments observed. Instead, Hha:H-NS formed
multi-bridged clusters that resembled the compacted fila-
ments previously reported for StpA nucleoprotein filaments
(26). In the EMSA, Hha:H-NS filaments that were formed
at equimolar Hha:H-NS ratios (200 H-NS/kb) migrated as
a broad smear that included species unable to enter the gel
matrix (Figure 5A, right). The addition of more Hha (up to
3:1 Hha:H-NS) favored formation of the more slowly mi-
grating species. The EMSA results suggested that Hha:H-
NS formed a heterogeneous mixture of filaments with no
discrete species (bands). To visualize Hha:H-NS filaments
directly, we deposited Hha:H-NS filaments onto APS-mica
and imaged the surface by AFM. A mixture of bridged fil-
aments was apparent (Figure 5C, panel ii and Figure 5D),
including both identifiable, discrete bridged filaments and
large clusters of filaments (referred to as multi-bridged fil-
aments). The complex network of DNAs in the clusters
precluded precise quantitation of multi-bridged versus 1-
1 bridged filaments (Figure 5D). The clusters were much
larger in both height and width than bridged H-NS fil-
aments, suggesting they contained many DNA molecules
linked together by bridging H-NS and Hha molecules (Fig-
ure 5C, panel ii and Supplementary Figure S12D). Al-
though AFM could not define the arrangement of Hha, H-
NS and DNA within these clusters, the existence of these
extreme DNA clusters was observed only in the presence
of both Hha and H-NS (compare to Figure 5A, Hha-only
lane). Notably, similar structures were observed at high H-
NS/DNA ratios (28), indicating that Hha enables H-NS to
adopt a similar structure even at less favorable ratios. These
results suggest that Hha modifies H-NS/DNA nucleopro-
tein filaments and significantly promotes DNA bridging,
thus enabling H-NS to bridge multiple DNA molecules.

StpA filaments were previously reported as primarily
bridged (sometimes leading to compaction; Refs. 26,61,73).
To understand the conformation of StpA filaments in our
in vivo-like solute conditions (100 mM potassium glutamate
and 8 mM magnesium aspartate; reviewed in Refs. 74,75),
we examined these filaments using EMSA and AFM. Much
like the Hha:H-NS filaments, StpA filaments appeared to
prefer a bridged conformation and were prone to cluster
multiple DNA molecules (Figure 5B, Figure 5C panels iv
and vii; Figure 5E and F). At lower StpA/DNA ratios (66
StpA/kb), the EMSA revealed discrete StpA/DNA species
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Figure 5. Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-NS form only bridged filaments, whereas H-NS forms both bridged and linear filaments. (A) Native PAGE (3% PA)
of filaments formed by H-NS or Hha:H-NS on 10 nM 1.5 kb bgl DNA. H-NS ranged from 0 to 5 �M, for a range of 0 to 320 H-NS/kb as indicated
(left panel). Hha was added at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 �M to 1 �M H-NS (66 H-NS/kb; bridged filaments) or at 1.5, 3, 4.5 and 6 �M to 3 �M H-NS (200
H-NS/kb; linear filaments) or at 6 �M Hha to DNA alone (right panel). Relevant species are indicated by arrows and pictograms (bridged H-NS, red;
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that either migrated faster than bridged H-NS filaments or
that migrated with the same mobility as bridged H-NS fil-
aments (Figure 5B). In AFM, the 66 StpA/kb filaments
were bridged (∼60% of objects had interconnected DNA
segments; Figure 5E). The remaining molecules were either
single dsDNA molecules lacking StpA (30%), multi-bridged
clusters (∼%5) or linear filaments (∼5%) (Figure 5C, panel
iv; Figure 5E). At 200 and 400 StpA/kb, the filaments mi-
grated in native PAGE similarly to bridged H-NS filaments
whereas others failed to migrate into the gel (Figure 5B).
AFM confirmed that at 200 StpA/kb most (∼80%) fila-
ments were bridged and some (∼10%) filaments appeared
in a multi-bridged cluster resembling those observed for
Hha:H-NS filaments (Figure 5C, panel vii; Figure 5F), pos-
sibly like compacted StpA/DNA filaments reported using
different solute conditions (26). We conclude that StpA
forms strikingly different nucleoprotein filament geometries
than H-NS at the same protein/DNA ratios (compare 200
H-NS/kb and 200 StpA/kb; Figure 5F). These StpA fil-
aments are mostly bridged, whereas H-NS filaments are
mostly linear.

To examine the properties of StpA:H-NS filaments di-
rectly, we visualized the StpA:H-NS filaments at 66 and 200
DBD/kb by EMSA and AFM. In the EMSA, StpA:H-NS
filaments at 66 DBD/kb migrated similarly to bridged H-
NS filaments (Figure 5B); in AFM, nearly 75% of these
StpA:H-NS filaments were bridged (Figure 5C compare
panels iii to v; Figure 5E). However, under conditions
that H-NS filaments are linear and not bridged, EMSA
of StpA:H-NS filaments revealed both some filaments in
the linear conformation and some filament aggregates that
could not enter the gel (Figure 5B). AFM revealed that
most filaments (∼70%) were bridged, but some were linear
(∼15%) or multi-bridged clusters (∼5%; Figure 5C, panel
viii, Figure 5F; Supplementary Figure S12). In the presence
of 400 DBD/kb, the differences between StpA:H-NS fila-
ments and H-NS filaments were more pronounced. In the
EMSA, these StpA:H-NS filaments could not enter the gel
whereas H-NS filaments gave a discrete (linear) band (Fig-
ure 5B). At all protein/DNA ratios tested, StpA:H-NS fil-
aments favored bridged conformations (Figure 5E and F),
consistent with the ability of StpA:H-NS filaments to stim-

ulate pausing of RNAP at multiple protein/kb ratios (Fig-
ures 2 and 3).

As a more quantitative measure of bridging of the H-NS,
StpA and StpA:H-NS filaments, we investigated their abil-
ity to bridge DNA by utilizing a DNA bridging pulldown
assay (R.A. van der Valk, et al., submitted for publication
in Methods in Molecular Biology and Ref. 39). In this as-
say, the DNA bridging efficiency of a protein can be inves-
tigated over a wide variety of conditions. In this assay us-
ing a 685 bp AT-rich DNA that is different from our bgl
DNA sequence, we observed that a higher critical protein
concentration is required for DNA bridging by H-NS (6
�M) than by StpA (2 �M). Although we found that the
critical protein concentration of the StpA:H-NS filament
more closely resembled that of H-NS (5 �M instead of 4
�M), the percentage of DNA recovered by the mixed fila-
ment more closely resembled that of StpA (80%), than H-
NS (50–60%). This observation indicates that the StpA:H-
NS filament has properties resembling a combination of the
individual proteins. Next, we investigated the dependence
of these protein filaments on environmental cues. Again, in
accordance with our abovementioned findings and the lit-
erature (26), we found that StpA outperformed H-NS in its
ability to bridge DNA and was almost insensitive to Mg2+

concentration (Figure 6B) and K+ concentration (Figure
6C). Yet, when the proteins were combined, we observed
mixed characteristics of the filament, displaying an almost
equal distribution of the characteristics observed for H-NS
or StpA filaments (Figure 6B and C). These solution ex-
periments conclusively show that H-NS and StpA form a
mixed filament and that the characteristics of both proteins
are displayed evenly in the filament.

Overall, our analysis of filament conformations formed
by Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-NS revealed that the mixed
filaments are preferentially bridged independently of
protein/DNA ratio and solute conditions, unlike H-NS-
only filaments that switch from bridged to linear as H-
NS/DNA ratios increase to levels that saturate DNA bind-
ing sites. These results are consistent with increased stimu-
lation of pausing by Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-NS filaments
based on the topological model of pause stimulation (de-
scribed below).

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
linear H-NS, purple; Hha, blue). Two independent replicates of this experiment gave similar results. (B) Native PAGE (3% PA) of StpA:H-NS filaments
formed at different total protein concentrations. H-NS and StpA were mixed at ratios of 1:1 or 1:2 for lanes labeled HS 1:1 or 1:2, respectively. StpA:H-NS
filaments were compared to H-NS (H) and StpA (S) at the total protein concentrations indicated. Relevant species are indicated by pictograms. Three
independent replicates of this experiment gave similar results. (C) Nucleoprotein filaments visualized by AFM (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section).
Different protein combinations were incubated with bgl DNA before adsorption onto a mica surface. Representative images from at least two independent
experiments of the following conditions are shown: (i) bgl dsDNA alone; (ii) 66 Hha/kb + 66 H-NS/kb (1 Hha:H-NS); (iii) bridged H-NS at 66 H-NS/kb;
(iv) 66 StpA/kb; (v) StpA:H-NS filament with 33 StpA/kb + 33 H-NS/kb (66 DBD/kb); (vi) linear H-NS at 200 H-NS/kb; (vii) 200 StpA/kb; (viii)
StpA:H-NS filament with 100 StpA/kb + 100 H-NS/kb (200 DBD/kb). Unbound DNA (D, white arrows), bridged filaments (B, yellow arrows), linear
filaments (L, blue arrows) and multi-bridged filaments (M, green arrows) are indicated in each panel. Unbound DNA (dsDNA alone), linear filaments,
bridged filaments and multi-bridged filaments were identified based on the number of visible DNA ends and on the height of the complexes above the
mica surface. The Z-axis (height) color scale is shown on the right. Scale bars for each panel are 300 nm. Pictograms of the predominant filament types
are shown in the insets. Larger scan areas for each image are shown in Supplementary Figure S12. (D–F) Classification and relative amounts of unbound
DNA and bridged, linear and multi-bridged filaments for DNA alone and Hha:H-NS filaments (D), filaments at 66 DBD/kb (E) and filaments at 200
DBD/kb (F). Unbound DNAs, linear filaments (one DNA duplex per H-NS filament), bridged filaments (two DNA duplexes per H-NS filament) and
multi-bridged filaments (more than two DNA duplexes per H-NS aggregate) each were counted as one complex (n = 1). The total number of complexes
counted for each condition (n) is given above each bar (see Supplementary Figure S12). Although only ∼20% of observable objects were multi-bridged
filaments for the Hha:H-NS filament condition (D), the fraction of DNA molecules in multi-bridged versus singly bridged filaments is much higher than
the ratio of these complexes because each multi-bridged filament contains many DNAs. The number of DNAs in multi-bridged filaments was impossible
to calculate due to compaction of DNAs in the complexes.
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Figure 6. StpA filaments bridge DNA robustly compared to mixed filaments and weak H-NS filament bridging. (A) DNA recovery (as a percentage of
the input DNA) as a function of H-NS (red), StpA (blue) or StpA:H-NS (orange) concentration as measured by the DNA bridging pulldown assay in
the presence of 5 mM magnesium aspartate. (B) DNA recovery by H-NS (red), StpA (blue) or StpA:H-NS (orange) as a function of magnesium aspartate
concentration. (C) DNA recovery by H-NS (red), StpA (blue) or StpA:H-NS (orange) as a function of potassium glutamate concentration in the presence
of 5 mM magnesium aspartate. Solid lines were a fit by a linear regression model to calculate slopes, as indicated. Dotted lines (panels A and B) are to
guide the eye. Data are plotted as mean values and the error bars represent the standard deviation from independent triplicate measurements.

Greater pause stimulation by mixed H-NS filaments was only
partially explained by upstream bridged filament formation

A possible reason that Hha:H-NS and StpA filaments stim-
ulate pausing much closer to the promoter than H-NS fila-
ments is that the former but not the latter can trap early ECs
in a topologically constrained domain by bridging with the
short DNA available upstream from these early pause po-
sitions (Figures 2A and 7A). To test this possibility, we cre-
ated the upstream template that contained 500 bp of DNA
(from the H-NS-silenced hlyC gene) upstream of the �PR
promoter in the bgl template versus the 80 bp upstream in
our standard bgl template (Figure 7B). The additional DNA
sequences should ensure formation of bridged filaments up-
stream of halted A26 ECs or G35 paused ECs and could en-
hance H-NS stimulated pausing at G35 and other pauses at
positions <300 nt if filament formation on both sides of an
EC is sufficient to enhance pausing. However, we observed
only a partial increase in pausing in the 40–300 nt range
(Figure 7C, compare the amount of signal 15% below the
MTL and no significant stimulation of the G35 pause by H-
NS alone on the upstream template to effects of Hha:H-NS
and StpA filaments presented in Figure 2). We calculated
pause strength for three pause locations (G35, ∼80 nt, and
∼96 nt pauses; Figure 7C and D, gray dashed lines), which
confirmed that the additional upstream DNA sequences
had no significant effect on the G35 and 96 nt pauses. How-
ever, we did observe an ∼4-fold increase in pause strength
at the 80 nt pause on the upstream template. These results
suggest that the increased pause stimulation by Hha:H-NS
or StpA filaments relative to H-NS filaments can only be
partially explained by an improved ability to form bridged
filaments on short upstream DNA. Therefore, an additional
mechanism must explain why the Hha:H-NS and StpA fil-
aments stimulate the G35 pause more robustly than H-NS
filaments (see ‘Discussion’ section).

StpA:H-NS and StpA filaments stimulated robust pausing at
37◦C and 20◦C, but H-NS and Hha:H-NS filaments strongly
stimulated pausing only at 20◦C

Given the differences in effects on pausing among H-NS,
StpA, StpA:H-NS and Hha:H-NS filaments, we wondered
if the filaments would respond differently to environmental
signals such as changes in temperature. We previously found
that H-NS filaments do not stimulate pausing at 37◦C, con-
sistent with a proposal that H-NS silencing of pathogenic
genes is relieved at higher temperatures (e.g. silencing at
∼22◦C is lost at 37◦C; Refs. 32,38). Changes in NAP
composition are proposed to modulate the temperature-
dependent regulation of many genes (76), including the
type II secretion system genes (27), ompW (77,78) and the
hemolysin operon (37,79). Since the hly operon, but not the
bgl operon, is known to be regulated by temperature and
by Hha, we used hly DNA to test the effect of tempera-
ture on transcription through mixed H-NS filaments. To test
whether filament composition alters temperature effects of
H-NS filaments, we formed filaments at either 20 or 37◦C
on a halted EC-containing hly DNA template that con-
tained the Hha:H-NS-silenced 5′-leader region, hlyC and
hlyA downstream from the halted EC (hly template, Fig-
ure 8A and Supplementary Figure S13A). Transcription
through the filaments was assayed by addition of all four
NTPs (1 mM each). Like the bgl template, the hly template
allows decoupling of EC formation and subsequent NAP
filament formation and transcript elongation.

At 20◦C, Hha:H-NS, bridged H-NS, StpA and StpA:H-
NS filaments, but not linear H-NS filaments, stimulated
RNAP pausing on the hly template similarly to the ob-
served pausing on the bgl template (Figure 8B; Supplemen-
tary Figures S14 and 15). Multiple pauses were stimulated,
including some NAP-specific pauses at G35, ∼310, ∼450
and ∼625 nucleotides (Figure 8B, red lines). Pause stimu-
lation by bridged H-NS or StpA:H-NS filaments reduced
MTL by a factor of ∼1.5, whereas Hha:H-NS and StpA fil-
aments reduced MTL by a factor of ∼3 (Figure 8B, magenta
lines and Supplementary Figure S13). Interestingly, many
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Figure 7. Stronger bridging around the EC partially explains the ability of mixed filaments to stimulate pausing. (A) Proposed model for stimulation of
backtracked pauses during transcription of bridged H-NS filaments (32). Bridged filaments (red and yellow, alternating H-NS monomers) form around the
EC (RNAP, gray; RNA, red; DNA, gray). Over-winding in front and under-winding of the DNA behind the EC (blue arrows) is generated by transcription
when neither RNAP nor DNA can rotate freely; the resulting topological stress can be reduced by backtracking at pause sites. (B) Schematics of templates
compared in this experiment. DNA sequence downstream of the promoter is the same for both templates. In the upstream template, 500 bp of hlyC DNA
known to bind H-NS (light gray; see also Figure 8) was added upstream of the �PR promoter. Pause sites of interest are marked (red). Other template
features are indicated as described in the legend to Figure 2. (C) Pseudo-densitometry profiles of RNA transcripts formed on the upstream template 4, 8
or 16 min after the addition of 30 �M NTPs in the absence (top) or presence (middle) of bridged H-NS filaments (66 H-NS/kb) and profiles of transcripts
formed on the bgl template with bridged H-NS filaments (bottom). Relevant pauses are indicated by red arrows. The capped gray dashed bar is the same
height in each plot for comparison. Features of the DNA template are shown on the X-axis as in (B). MTLs and the distribution of RNA products from
three independent experiments are shown above each profile. (D) Pause strengths for pausing at three locations (G35, ∼80 nt and ∼96 nt) on templates
without (white) or with (orange) upstream DNA. Pause strengths were calculated as described previously (66).

pauses were located within the 5′ leader region, where they
could potentially participate in regulation of the hlyCABD
operon. This region contains the well-characterized back-
tracked pause site called ops (80), which functions in recruit-
ment of the transcription factor RfaH; pausing at ops was
enhanced by the bridged filaments. These results establish
that mixed filaments slow elongation similarly on multiple
templates that contain AT-rich DNA and are known to be
silenced by H-NS (32).

At 37◦C, StpA and StpA:H-NS filaments robustly stimu-
lated pauses at G35, ∼310, ∼450 and ∼625 nt and reduced
the MTL by factors of ∼4.5 and ∼1.6 at 20 s, respectively,
compared to RNAP alone (Figure 8C, yellow and green

traces; Supplementary Figures S14 and 15). Importantly,
the pause stimulation pattern of StpA:H-NS filaments was
different than that of StpA filaments at both temperatures,
suggesting that an StpA:H-NS filament, not an StpA-only
filament that displaced H-NS, stimulated pausing at 37◦C.
In contrast, the H-NS and Hha:H-NS filaments gave only
slight pause stimulation at 37◦C compared to 20◦C (Fig-
ure 8, compare red and blue traces in B and C). H-NS and
Hha:H-NS filaments reduced MTL after 90 s at 20◦C by a
factor of ∼1.5 and ∼2.3, respectively, whereas neither fil-
ament reduced MTL by more than a factor of ∼1.2 after
20 s at 37◦C. The decreased effect of H-NS on transcript
elongation at 37◦C is consistent with our prior observation
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Figure 8. StpA:H-NS filaments stimulate pausing at 37◦C more strongly than H-NS or Hha:H-NS filaments. (A) Schematic of hly template containing the
5′-UTR of the E. coli hemolysin operon followed by hlyC and a portion of hlyA (dark gray) downstream of the �PR promoter and C-less cassette (black).
RNAP initiates at the �PR promoter and halts at A26 in the absence of CTP. NAP binding to the hly template was verified by EMSA (Supplementary
Figure S13). Pause sites of interest are indicated (red). (B) Pseudo-densitometry profiles showing RNA products formed 90 s after elongation was restarted
by addition of all 4 NTPs (1 mM each) at 20◦C. After A26 EC formation, bridged and linear H-NS filaments were formed with 66 and 200 H-NS/kb,
respectively. StpA:H-NS filaments were formed with equimolar StpA and H-NS at 66 DBD/kb. StpA filaments were formed with 200 StpA/kb. Hha:H-NS
filaments were formed with 66 Hha/kb + 66 H-NS/kb. All reactions were incubated at 20◦C for 20 min after protein addition and before NTP addition.
(C) Pseudo-densitometry profiles of RNA transcripts formed 20 s after NTP addition at 37◦C. Samples were from the same reaction mix as in (B) but were
incubated at 37◦C for 20 min before NTP addition. Gray bars on X-axis indicate the location of hlyC and hlyA genes in the hly template. Approximate
location of pauses stimulated by filaments are indicated (red). MTLs (vertical magenta line on each profile) are averages from two independent experiments
(Supplementary Figure S13). Profiles were generated by combining data from 12 to 6% PA gels (left and right of the solid black line, respectively); full gel
images are shown in Supplementary Figures S14 and 15).

(32) and the relief of gene silencing at this temperature (38).
The differential effects of StpA:H-NS and Hha:H-NS fila-
ments on transcription at 20◦C versus 37◦C support a view
that mixed filaments have specific properties that differ from
those of H-NS filaments (see ‘Discussion’ section and Refs.
76,81).

DISCUSSION

The H-NS family of NAPs silences laterally transferred
genes in enteric bacteria by forming mixed nucleoprotein
filaments that repress both initiation and elongation of tran-
scription. H-NS regulates some of these genes encoding di-
verse proteins responsible for pathogenesis and stress re-
sponses, which may explain the diversification of the H-NS
family to include paralogs and modulators like StpA and
Hha. We found that both Hha and StpA alter the ability
of H-NS filaments to stimulate backtracked pauses so that
stimulation occurs (i) more strongly; (ii) earlier in transcrip-
tion units; (iii) with less dependence on protein/DNA ratio;
and (iv), in the case of StpA:H-NS filaments, at higher tem-
peratures. The ability of mixed filaments to stimulate paus-
ing was correlated with increased propensity for bridging.
Our in vitro results suggest potential mechanisms of H-NS-
mediated pause stimulation and possible ways that Hha and

StpA may fine-tune the response of H-NS filaments to en-
vironmental signals in vivo.

At least three mechanisms could contribute to bridged fila-
ment stimulation of pausing

Previously, we proposed a topological mechanism to ex-
plain the selective effect of bridged H-NS filaments on back-
tracking but not elemental pausing, and the lack of effect on
pausing of non-bridged (linear) H-NS filaments (32). In the
topological model of H-NS action, bridged filaments cre-
ate a topologically closed domain by linking two DNAs to-
gether via bridging upstream and downstream of the EC
(Figure 9A, model 1; Ref. 32). In vitro transcript elonga-
tion by an EC within this closed domain generates posi-
tive supercoiling downstream and negative supercoiling up-
stream unless the RNAP or DNA can rotate relative to each
other as RNAP transcribes within the domain (the twin su-
percoiled domain model; Ref. 82). In the bridged filament,
DNA rotation is restricted by bound H-NS, but could still
occur as a function of the rate of transient release of DNA
from H-NS contacts to diffuse the topological stress (Fig-
ure 9A, gray arrow in model 1). RNAP rotation will be re-
stricted by steric clash and by potential entanglement of
nascent RNA, both which will become more probable as the
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Figure 9. Models for stimulation of pausing by dynamic mixed filaments. (A) Model 1: Topological stress stimulates pausing. Bridged H-NS or StpA:H-
NS filaments (alternating red and yellow monomers) with two DNA segments (gray) can form upstream and downstream of elongating RNAP (gray) and
nascent RNA (red) (32). Hha (not shown for simplicity) could also be present in this filament. Upstream and downstream DNA binding domain contacts
create a topologically closed domain that causes topological stress to accumulate because the RNA transcript blocks EC rotation sterically (positive
supercoiling/over-winding downstream of RNAP and negative supercoiling/under-winding upstream of RNAP, blue arrows). This topological stress can
be relieved by the backtracking of RNAP at pause sites. Additionally, dissociation of H-NS DBD (gradient double-sided arrow) could allow for diffusion
of supercoiling to relieve topological stress (light gray arrow around DNA). Model 2: NAPs contribute to steric occlusion of RNAP rotation. Either StpA
(yellow) or Hha (blue) in filaments may increase steric clash with rotating RNAP (black arrow) because they cannot rearrange all DNA binding surfaces
to interact with a single DNA as appears to occur in linear H-NS filaments and could sequester displaced H-NS DBDs as shown in model 1. The greater
steric clash may enhance topological stress described in model 1. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that that Hha and StpA create a direct steric
block to RNAP translocation, this alternative would be predicted to enhance all pauses rather than selectively enhance backtrack pauses, as observed (see
Figure 4). Model 3: NAPs bind nascent RNA. StpA, Hha (not shown for simplicity) or H-NS could bind to the nascent RNA directly and thereby inhibit
RNAP rotation and enhance topological stress. (B) Levels of StpA:H-NS heterodimers (yellow), H-NS:H-NS dimers (red), Hha (blue) and YdgT (green)
in E. coli K-12 grown in different conditions calculated from the monomer levels measured by quantitative mass spectrometry (45), assuming that all StpA
present constitutively forms herterodimers with H-NS (69). Error bars from biological triplicates are shown for H-NS and StpA; the Hha and YdgT levels
(dashed box) are shown in the bottom plot using a different scale. The growth conditions shown are exponential phase in LB (LB exp); stationary phase
(SP); minimal media supplemented with glucose without stress, or with osmotic stress (50 mM NaCl), high-temperature stress (42◦C) or acid stress (pH
6). (C) H-NS family filaments formed in vivo are likely in dynamic equilibrium between linear or bridged H-NS (purple and red, respectively), Hha (blue)
bound filaments and StpA (yellow) bound filaments. This equilibrium could be influenced by different growth conditions (e.g. non-virulent growth or heat
shock) and by sequences present in different genes.
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length of RNA grows. Reverse threading of the nucleic acids
in RNAP (i.e. RNAP backtracking) can relieve this topo-
logical stress (83). In this way, bridged H-NS filaments can
stimulate backtrack pausing of RNAP and slow elongation
even though H-NS dissociates too rapidly to explain pause
stimulation via a direct steric block to forward transloca-
tion (koff for bridged H-NS ∼1.5 s−1; Ref. 84). A linear
filament would not create a topologically closed domain
around RNAP. Thus, the topological model provides a sim-
ple explanation for the lack of effect of linear filaments on
elongating RNAP in vitro and may contribute to increased
pausing in vivo.

The topological model may also explain the greater stim-
ulation by Hha and StpA of backtrack pausing by RNAP
(Figure 9A, model 1), because Hha and StpA modulate H-
NS filaments in ways that enhance bridging. However, the
topological model alone does not explain why bridged H-
NS filaments failed to stimulate pausing at positions <100
nt (e.g. G35), whereas Hha:H-NS and StpA:H-NS filaments
strongly affect RNAP at these positions. Topological stress
caused by DNA bridging should occur at any RNA length,
provided neither the DNA nor EC can rotate. Even supply-
ing additional DNA with affinity for H-NS upstream of +1
only slightly enabled H-NS filaments to stimulate pauses at
≤100 nt and did not replicate the robust effects of mixed
filaments.

Three refinements of the topological model might ex-
plain the greater effects of mixed filaments on pausing in
vitro: (i) StpA and Hha may increase the strength of DNA
contacts and thus restrict diffusion of topological stress
(stronger contacts in Figure 9A, model 1); (ii) StpA and Hha
may increase steric inhibition of RNAP rotation around the
DNA, which increases topological stress at shorter tran-
script lengths (Figure 9A, model 2); or (iii) StpA and Hha
interactions with the nascent RNA transcript may inhibit
RNAP rotation (Figure 9A, model 3).

Hha or StpA strengthens protein-DNA contacts in
bridged nucleoprotein filament (Figure 9A, model 1). Such
strengthened contacts may reduce diffusion of topological
stress, effectively reducing the size of topological domains
(85) and thereby increase backtrack pausing. It is possible
that the site-specific effects of StpA (48) or Hha (17) could
result from differences, relative to H-NS alone, in their se-
quence specificity of DNA binding. StpA or Hha may pre-
fer to bind different sequences than H-NS, such as the +1 to
+100 bp region of the bgl template. A difference in sequence
preferences could impact which pauses are stimulated and
might explain why Hha:H-NS or StpA filaments stimulate
pauses between +1 and +100 more than H-NS-only. We also
cannot exclude the possibility that tighter binding of StpA
or Hha could create a direct steric clash that inhibits elon-
gating RNAP; however, such direct inhibition of elongation
does not readily explain why StpA and Hha, like H-NS,
preferentially stimulate backtrack pausing.

Hha or StpA may increase the steric barrier to rotation of
RNAP around the DNA (Figure 9A, model 2). Within the
region of the bridged filament containing the EC, the H-NS
or StpA DBD must be displaced from the DNA being tran-
scribed. These displaced DBDs bound to the second DNA
could create a steric block to rotation of RNAP, and this
block could be greater when StpA or Hha is present. Thus,

as RNAP elongates through the bridged filament, the fil-
ament may adopt a conformation that inhibits RNAP ro-
tation to a greater or lesser extent. H-NS, which can form
linear filaments, could relocate all its DBDs to the DNA
molecule not being transcribed, so clash with RNAP is re-
duced. The displaced DBDs of StpA or associated Hha
monomers, which cannot relocate to form linear filaments
(39), might clash with the rotating RNAP to a greater ex-
tent (Figure 9A, model 2). Possibly, RNAP rotation in vitro
could also become sterically more difficult as the transcript
lengthens into a larger folded mass, which could synergize
with inhibition of RNAP rotation by StpA or Hha.

A final and intriguing possibility is that the positively
charged regions of H-NS, StpA or Hha might bind the
nascent RNA directly (Figure 9A, model 3). In the context
of the bridged topological domain model, such RNA in-
teractions could either block RNAP translocation or rota-
tion. Both H-NS and StpA have been shown to bind RNA
(86,87); studies of RNA binding by Hha:H-NS have not
been reported. Further mechanistic studies are needed to
test if one or more of these models of nucleoprotein fila-
ment inhibition of transcript elongation described explain
enhanced pause stimulation by StpA and Hha.

These three models are not mutually exclusive; aspects
of them could operate together. Additionally, the rela-
tive contributions of these effects may differ in vivo from
those we observed in vitro. For instance, RNAP rotation
in vivo is more readily inhibited due to association of other
molecules, notably ribosomes, with the nascent RNA and to
RNAP (reviewed in Ref. 88). Supercoiling generated during
transcription is relieved by topoisomerases in vivo, although
it is unclear how readily topoisomerases access topologi-
cal domains containing ECs within bridged filaments. Ad-
ditionally, multiple RNAPs transcribing an operon in vivo
might decrease the ability of filaments to slow elongation
(89). Our in vitro results provide a biochemical framework
for further study of bridged filaments effects, including in
vivo studies.

StpA:H-NS filaments could increase gene silencing under
stress conditions

The greater pause stimulation and temperature-resistance
of the StpA:H-NS filament in vitro may be relevant to
gene regulation in vivo. Assuming constitutive StpA:H-NS
heterodimer formation (69), StpA:H-NS would make up
∼30% of dimers in osmotic stress (the remainder would
be H-NS homodimers) and would make up ∼85% of the
dimers at 42◦C (compared to ∼18% during exponential
growth in LB; Figure 9B; Ref. 45). The distribution of these
StpA:H-NS heterodimers throughout H-NS filaments dur-
ing growth is unknown, although it is possible that StpA
is localized to specific sequences (55). Our in vitro results
suggest the propensity for DNA bridging will increase with
greater StpA occupancy in vivo and these bridging inter-
actions will persist at 37◦C, whereas some H-NS occupied
loci will lose transcriptional silencing at 37◦C. Thus, the in-
creases in StpA levels in stress conditions may function to
elevate the extent of transcriptional silencing of some or all
H-NS bound loci at higher temperatures (45). Additionally,
the amount of StpA present within H-NS filaments may be
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coordinated with other features, such as DNA conforma-
tional changes (90) to alter gene expression in response to
changes in environment or temperature.

Some reported effects of StpA are consistent with this
increased silencing model. In Salmonella, deleting stpA in-
creases expression of some H-NS silenced genes, including
phoP and other stress-response genes (91). In E. coli, delet-
ing stpA in a �hns strain slows growth at 45◦C (76) suggest-
ing that StpA could contribute to silencing at elevated tem-
peratures. Additionally, the constitutive bridging activity of
StpA could make it relatively insensitive to changing envi-
ronments and well suited for responding to stress. The pref-
erence of StpA for bridging might be due to sequence differ-
ences from H-NS in the ‘buckle’ region of the oligomeriza-
tion domain. The H-NS buckle sequence is thought to allow
flexibility between open and closed states in response to en-
vironmental factors (39). The StpA buckle may be locked in
the open state, making StpA insensitive to changing condi-
tions. Experiments investigating the consequences of stpA
deletions or mutations in an hns background on stress sur-
vival are needed to understand the role of StpA in different
environments.

Consistent with prior proposals (76), our results suggest
that varying levels of StpA:H-NS heterodimers may tar-
get some H-NS-silenced genes under stress conditions, and
that the consequence would be stabilized bridging, greater
pause stimulation, and a high probability of Rho-dependent
termination for these genes (Figure 9C). Additionally, the
StpA:H-NS filament may be important for regulating initi-
ation events, although it is unknown what role bridged fila-
ments play in the occlusion of the promoter region. Further
study is needed to understand potential differences in H-NS
and StpA:H-NS DNA sequence binding specificities (Fig-
ure 9C) and how StpA modulates the characteristics of an
H-NS filament.

Bridged Hha:H-NS filaments could aid in silencing virulence
genes

The greater pause stimulation and bridging by Hha:H-NS
filaments may be connected to the role of Hha in gene si-
lencing in vivo. Hha is required to silence transcription of
the hemolysin (hly) operon, which encodes components of
a type 1 secretion system and hemolysin, HlyA (20,92 and
reviewed in Ref. 93). The hly operon is induced by elevated
temperature or high osmolality (20,37,94); hly is transcrip-
tionally activated by RfaH, which recruits ribosomes that
can subsequently suppress backtrack pausing and avoid
premature Rho-dependent termination (32,35,80,95). Our
results suggest Hha could be important for full repres-
sion of the hly operon, and other loci like it (e.g. the LEE
operon (53) and acid-stress response genes, Ref. 63), by
stimulating H-NS bridging and transcriptional pausing. Al-
though Hha:H-NS filaments may repress transcription ini-
tiation (37,96), control of transcription elongation in hly
must be paramount to explain transcriptional regulation by
RfaH. The dramatically greater enhancement of pausing by
Hha:H-NS likely explains full silencing of the hemolysin
operon in non-infective conditions, although how RfaH
regulates this activity is unknown. The temperature sensitiv-
ity of Hha-pause stimulation is consistent with the need to

relieve the elongation block upon infection. The hly operon
is likely regulated by a balance between Hha:H-NS fila-
ment stability and RfaH levels that increase termination
and translationally coupled transcription, respectively, to
coordinate expression to environmental conditions.

Our results suggesting 1:1 Hha:H-NS is the functional
stoichiometry also raise important questions about the na-
ture of Hha filaments in vivo. In E. coli K-12, levels of Hha
are reported to be so low (Figure 9B; Ref. 45) that only
one or two ∼2 kb Hha:H-NS filaments at 1:1 stoichiometry
would exist. The levels of Hha do change in some condi-
tions (Figure 9B); acid stress decreases Hha and osmotic
stress increases Hha (49). However, Hha levels never ap-
proach those of H-NS. It is possible that Hha is more abun-
dant in pathogenic strains; available data are all from non-
pathogenic E. coli K-12 (Figure 9B; Ref. 45). If Hha is some-
how localized to a subset of H-NS filaments, then an im-
portant outstanding question is the sequence dependence
of this localization. The natural distribution of Hha in vivo
is currently unknown; the only ChIP data were obtained
with overexpressed Hha (63). Additionally, an Hha para-
log, YdgT, is also present in E. coli, although also at low
levels (Figure 9B; Ref. 45). YdgT can interact with H-NS
and StpA (18,97), but may have effects similar to or dif-
ferent from Hha (39,63). Finally, our results provide more
evidence that Hha enhances bridging of H-NS filaments
(17,39) and possibly induces compaction (62); however, it
remains unclear how Hha might drive H-NS to favor a
multi-bridged conformation or how H-NS modulator pro-
teins could reorganize H-NS filaments. An assessment of
both in vivo Hha distribution and filament properties is es-
sential to understand its effects on gene regulation.

Hha and StpA disrupt co-linearity of H-NS bridged filaments

An interesting and unanticipated finding of our current and
earlier studies, unrelated to our goal of understanding ef-
fects on transcription, is that H-NS-only bridged filaments
connect DNAs co-linearly such that the same sequences in
two bridged molecules are aligned (Figure 5 and Ref. 32),
but co-linearity is disrupted when Hha or StpA are present
in bridged filaments. The physical basis of co-linear bridg-
ing and its disruption, whether it would occur in more com-
plex mixtures of DNAs or in vivo, and whether it could
play any role in sister locus cohesion during DNA replica-
tion (98) are unknown. The different behaviors of H-NS-
only versus mixed bridged filaments (co-linear versus multi-
bridged) suggest added complexity in nucleoid dynamics
and gene silencing that merit further study.

CONCLUSION

Our results indicate that StpA and Hha stimulate H-NS
bridging and pausing by RNAP, likely aiding gene silencing
in vivo. Thus, the interplay between growth conditions and
mixed filament formation suggests dynamic mechanisms of
gene regulation in which nucleoprotein filaments of vary-
ing composition and silencing potentially form and disas-
semble in response to environmentally induced changes in
H-NS paralog and modulator levels to adapt gene expres-
sion to growth conditions (Figure 9C). To define the roles
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of mixed H-NS filaments in bacterial growth, survival and
virulence, future studies should investigate how mixed fila-
ments form, how H-NS paralogs may target different genes,
and how bridged filaments stimulate RNAP pausing.
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